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ABSTRACT 
If x and y are nonnegative vectors of order n , and if Er= rxi = E:= i yi , then a 
well-known inequality asserts that l-I:_ irli > l-I:_ iy,Fi, with equality if and only if 
r = y. In this paper various situations are considered where this inequality can be 
applied to obtain inequalities concerning nonnegative matrices. In particular, inequali- 
ties are proved concerning nonnegative matrices which are diagonally equivalent, 
permanents and functions more general than the permanent, and diagonal products 





Throughout &is paper we take O”= 1 and OlogO = 0. The following in- 
equality is well known and has applications in information theory (see, for 
example 111, p. 581). 
THEOREM 1. Zf x E P”, y E P”, then 
with equality if and only if x = y. 
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The purpose of this paper is to describe various situations where the 
inequality of Theorem 1 can be applied to obtain inequalities concerning 
nonnegative matrices. In Section 2 we prove an inequality concerning A and 
D,AD2, where A is a nonnegative matrix and D, and D, are diagonal 
matrices with positive diagonal entries. In a digression, it is also shown that a 
result due to London [9] can be strengthened by using majorization. In 
Section 3 we consider a function similar to but more general than the 
permanent. A generalized form of an inequality due to Bregman [7] is proved 
in a simple way. The last two sections are devoted to diagonal products and 
circuit products of nonnegative matrices. The contents of Sections 3 and 4 are 
partly based on [3]. 
2. DIAGONALLY EQUIVALENT MATRICES 
Let A = ((a i j)) be a positive m X n matrix, and define a map f: P *’ x P n 
-+ P” X P” as follows: 
where 
n 
'i C aijYj 
Pi = 
j=l 
F f aijxiyj ’ 
i = 1,2 ,...,m, 
i=r j-1 
Yj i: aijXi 
pi= “~ i;l ) j=1,2 >..., n. 
C C aijXiYj 
i-1 j-1 
(1) 
It was shown in [4] that f maps P” X P” onto itself. Also, it is known 
(see, for example, [4]) that f is one-one. It will be seen that this fact can also 
be deduced from a result in Section 4 (see Corollary 12). 
The following inequality was proved by Atkinson, Watterson, and Moran 
[l] (also see [ll, p. 711). For any (x, y) E P” X P”, 
m n n, n 
C C aijZi@j2 C 1 aijxiyj. 
i=l j=l i=l j=l 
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In fact, the result in [l] is the following, which may be easily obtained 
from (2) by a continuity argument. 
LEMMA 2. LetAbearwnnegativenXnmatrixandkt(r,y)EP”’XP”. 
Then 
We now prove a result which is stronger than Lemma 2. 
THEOREM 3. Let A be a positive m x n matrix and let f be defined as in 
(1). Thenforany(x,y)EP”‘XP”andforanyvectorsX~O, ~20, 
Proof. We will assume that x, y, X, p are positive, and the general case 
will follow by a continuity argument. First note that the inequality of the 
theorem remains unchanged if each Xi and each p j is multiplied by the same 
positive constant. So we assume without loss of generality that 
C C aijhiPj= C C aijxiYj. 
But now the result follows, after a trivial simplification, from the following 
inequality, which is true in view of Theorem 1: 
n(aijxiyj)O’ix’yJ >, n(a,jXi~j)ntJXtYJ. 
i, j i.j 
The next result is an immediate consequence of Theorems 1,3 and the 
following fact, which is easily deduced from Theorem 1 and the arithmetic 
mean-geometric mean inequality: if x E P”, y E P”, then 
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COROLLARY 4. Let (x, y)E P”’ X P”, and let A = 8x +(l - 0)?, p = By 
+ (1 - 8)g, 0 G 0 G 1, where x’ and c are as defined in (1). Then 
COROLLAFlY 5. Let A be a nonnegative n X n matrix, and suppose u, v 
are positive vectors such that the matrix ((aijujvj)) is doubly stochastic. 
Then for any A >, 0, p > 0, 
Proof. Define x, y as 
xi=&, i=1,2 ,..., m, . 
and 
y,=&, j=1,2 ,..., 12. 
Now apply Theorem 3. a 
If A is a nonnegative n X n matrix and if u, v are positive vectors such 
that ((aijuivj)) is doubly stochastic, the following lower bound was obtained 
by London [9]: For any x > 0 
n ii’i 
iTiVi afJl ( gzi jx j) * (3) 
At this point we will digress from our main topic for a moment and show 
that the bound in (3) can be strengthened and put in a better perspective by 
using the concept of majorization. 
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Keeping the same notation as above, let D, = diag(u,, . . . , u,), D, = 
diag(u,,..., un), let x be a nonnegative vector, and let y = Ax. Then 
D,y = D,AD,( D,- ‘x). 
Since D,AD2 is doubly stochastic, it follows by a well-known theorem of 




is majorized by : (4) 
\ x,/u, / 
We refer to Marshall and Olkin [lo] for definitions and standard results 
concerning majorization. It follows from (4) that 
which is the same as (3). 
3. PERMANENTS AND GENERALIZED FUNCTIONS 
Let S, denote the set of permutations of 1,2,. . . , n. If A is an n x n 
matrix, the permanent of A, denoted by perA, is defined as 
We will denote by A(i, j) the matrix obtained by deleting the i th row and 
the jth column of A. Let !J,, denote the set of n x n doubly stochastic 




for all i, j. 
It was shown by Bregman [7] that the map g: 8, + ti,, is one-one and 
onto, and he also proved the following interesting inequality. The inequality 
may also be deduced from Lemma 8 of Rothaus [12]. 
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THEOREM 6. For any nonnegative n X n matrix Z and for any A E L?,, 
where B = g(A). 
We will extend the results of Bregman to functions more general than the 
permanent. 
Fix a nonempty set K c S,, and for any n X n matrix A, define 
per, A = C I? aio(i). 
If A is an n x n matrix and if UES,,, we define d,(A)=rI:=,ai,Cl,. 
First we will prove the following. 
LEMMA 7. Suppose A, B are nonnegative n X n matrices such that 
c k(A)= c d,(B) forall i,j. (5) 
o(i)=j,uEK o(i)=j,uEK 
Then d,(A) = d,(B) for all u E K. 
Proof. Note that if, for some i, j, a(i) # j for any (I E K, we take the 
sums in (5) to be zero. 
Summing both sides of (5) with respect to j, we have 
per, A = per, B. 
If per, A = 0, the result is trivial, so suppose per, A > 0. Now 
O~Kd,(A)dO’B’~ nay;<,,=,. .shdo(B) 
i,j 
= ffafl;~‘)=,. ~ELUA) 
= Ol-&dO( A)““‘*‘. 
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Similarly 
so 
o~K”o( A)""'B)do(B)do(A)= o~Kd,(A)""A'd,(B)".'"'. (6) 
Since 
it follows by Theorem 1 that 
ocKdO(A) / dm(A)>, ~J&d,(B)““‘* 
and 
In view of (6), equality must hold in the above inequalities, and so d,,(A) = 
d,(B) for all (T E K. W 
Note that if we take K = S, in Lemma 7, we get the known result that 
g : 52, + Cl,, is one-one. For, if A, B E Q2, and g(A) = g(B), by Lemma 7 it 
follows that d.(A) = d,(B) for all (I E S,. But then A = B, using, for exam- 
ple, Corollary 11. 
The next result generalizes Theorem 6. The proof is based only on 
Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 8. Let A be a nonnegative n x n matrix and suppose per, A 
> 0, where K is a fixed nonempty subset of S,. Then for any Z >, 0, 
per,Z>per,An 
i,j 
where B = gK( A). 
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Proof. We will assume that A > 0, Z > 0, and the general case will 
follow by a continuity argument. 
Note that if each entry of Z is multiplied by the same positive constant, 
the inequality is unaffected, and so we may assume that per, Z = per, A. But 
now the inequality reduces to 
This is the same as the following inequality, which is true by Theorem 1: 
COROLLARY 9. Let A be a nonnegative n X n matrix with Cy=,C~= laij 
= n, and suppose per, A > 0 fw some K c S,. Then 
(i) per, B > per, Alli, j(bij/aij)ba~, where B = g,(A); 
(ii) per, B >, per, A, with equulity if and only if A = B. 
Proof. Inequality (i) is obtained by setting Z = B in Theorem 8. Now (ii) 
follows from (i) by Theorem 1. n 
It must be pointed out that (ii) of Corollary 9 has been obtained by several 
authors in various forms. As noted earlier, when K = S,, it was obtained by 
Bregman [7]. It may also be deduced from more general results of Rothaus 
[12] and of Baum and Eagon [5]. The proof given here seems much simpler 
than the known proofs. 
4. DIAGONAL PRODUCTS 
It was proved in [2] that if A and B are distinct n x n doubly stochastic 
matrices, then there exists u E S, such that d,(A) > d,,(B). It was also 
pointed out in that paper that the result does not hold if we only require that 
A and B have corresponding row and column sums equal. However, a proper 
reformulation of the result is true in this case, as we will see in this section. 
Fix positive integers m, n, and let T and c be positive vectors of order m 
and n respectively, such that Cy= iri = C;= icj. We will denote by U( r, c) the 
set of all nonnegative m X n matrices A with row sums ri, . . . , r,, and column 
sums ci,..., c,. Then V( r, c) is a compact, convex set, and the extreme points 
of U( r, c) can be described fairly easily (see, for example, [S]). 
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We now have the following. 
THEOREM~~. Let A E U( r, c), let B be a nonnegative m X n matrix such 
that Cy= ,C;= Ibi j = Cy_ Iri, and suppose A # B. Then there exists an extreme 
point X of U(r, c) such that 
Proof. For any 2 E U(r, c), let 
t+(Z)= E i ~,j(logaij-logbij)~ 
i=l j=l 
Then the maximum of $I in U( r, c) is attained at an extreme point, say X, of 
VT, c). 
By Theorem 1, 
F i aij(logaij-logbij)>O~ 
i=l j=l 
and so +(X ) > 0, which completes the proof. n 
COROLLARY 11. Let A E 6?,,, and let B be a distinct nonnegative n x n 
matrix with E~,lC~=,bij = n. Then there exists u E S, such that d,,(A) > 
d,(B). 
Proof. The result follows from Theorem 10 and the well-known fact that 
the extreme points of a,, are precisely the n x n permutation matrices. n 
COROLLARY 12. LetAbeanmXnpositivemutrix, let(x,y)EP”‘XP”, 
(u,v)~P~xP”, andsupposef(x,y)=f(u,v), wherefisthemupdefined 
in Section 2. Then (x, y) = (u, v). 
Proof. Let B, C be the n x n matrices where 
bij= z;;;;;iyj, cij= 
aijuivj 
F Caijuivj for aU iJ’ 
1 i j 
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Then B and C are both in U(?, 5). If B # C, then by Theorem 10, there exist 
extreme points W and 2 of U(%, @) such that 
But then 
which is a contradiction. Therefore B = C, and it follows that (x, y) = (u, v). 
n 
5. CIRCUIT PRODUCTS 
If C is an n X n O-l matrix, it will be called a circuit matrix if there is a 
sequence of distinct integers ii, i,, . . . , i, such that C has l’s at positions 
(il,i2),(i2,i3) ,..., (i,_,,i,),(i,,i,) and zeros elsewhere. 
If A is an n X n nonnegative matrix and if C is an n X n circuit matrix, 
then ni, ja$ will be called a circuit product of A corresponding to C. We 
will state two lemmas which are mere reformulations of known results in 
graph theory. The proofs may be given along similar lines to Berge [6]. 
LEMMA 13. ZfA~U(r,r)forsmer>O, then 
product. 
A has a positive circuit 
LEMMA 14. Let A be an n X n nonnegative matrix with positive row 
sums rl, . . . , T,, and column sums cl,. . . , c,. Then A can be written as a linear 
combination of circuit m&rices with positive coejjkients if and only if 1;: = ci, 
i=1,2 n. ,a**> 
The next result is analogous to Corollary 11. 
THEOREM 15. Let A, B be distinct nonnegative n X n matrices such that 
A E U(r, T), T > 0, and C~,lC;,lbij = Cl= 1’;. Then a circuit product of A 
exceeds the corresponding circuit product of B. 
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Proof. By Theorem 1, 
$ 5 aij(logaij - logbij) > 0, 
i=l j=l 
while by Lemma 14, 
A = ; aiCi, 
i=l 
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